Feds OUT Of Chicago and Portland!
No Fascist Police State: Trump/Pence Out NOW!

South Central March
Florence and Broadway
2pm Saturday
August 1st

TO END INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM AND MURDER BY POLICE
TO END ANY WAY PEOPLE ANYWHERE ARE USED, ABUSED, AND BRUTALIZED

WE NEED: REVOLUTION—NOTHING LESS!
We are at a serious crossroads. A fierce struggle for the future is underway. The powerful
uprising for Black lives and for an end to police terror has shaken the country, terrifying the
powers-that-be. Now, the fascist Trump is threatening to take over cities where Democratic
Governors and Mayors are not according to Trump bringing down enough violence on the
people to crush this rebellion.
In Portland,Trump and the DOJ have brought in a federal paramilitary force. These pigs, in
unidentified military camo, have targeted protesters dragging them off the streets into
unmarked vans. The people of Portland who have been in the streets for over 60 days straight
have not backed down and many more people are joining them.
Now, in Chicago, Trump is cynically using the pretense of violence among the people to send in
a “Surge” of 200 feds against the people, putting people on lists to be arrested and violating basic
legal rights. In LA there has been an attack from the feds on a hard fought gang truce in South
Central. People all over the country have to stand together against this—These moves must be
resisted by millions, and this fascist regime driven from power.
The Revolution Club is fighting for a world without white supremacy, where Black and Brown
people can walk down the street without a target on their backs; a world without borders; a
world where women and differently gendered people are treated as full human beings. A world
community of human beings, where all people come together for the common good of
humanity and the planet.
To bring this radically different world into being: We need an actual revolution—we need to
overthrow this oppressive system and bring a radically different and much better system into
being—and we are building a movement for this revolution now: working to bring forward
and organize thousands of people, now, who are taking up and getting trained in the strategy
and theory of the revolution brought forward by Bob Avakian (BA), and are moving together
to apply this now to “hasten”—to influence and develop things toward—this revolution, so that
we can lead millions to make this revolution at the earliest possible time, as soon as the
necessary conditions for that have been brought into being.
We have the strategy - the leadership and the plan to make this revolution. Join Us.

LOCAL INFO:
(323) 245-6947

revclub_LA@yahoo.com
@revclub_LA

YouTube/Social Media: TheRevComs
Website: www.revcom.us

